Production Specialist

**Location:** Shanghai  
**Sector:** Retailer  
**Starting date:** ASAP

**ABOUT THE COMPANY**  
It is the 3rd DIY retailer in the world (1st in Europe) and it is established since 1960. Their different brands led by 114 000 people for 800 stores and 23 B€ turnover in 2019 (including Internet Sales). In Asia, their adventure started more than 20 years ago, in 1998. Today, it is working with 300 Suppliers, with a constantly growing purchasing amount.

**RESPONSIBILITIES**
- Source for new suppliers and contribute to optimizing supplier park, implement supplier strategy.
- Evaluate and verify the capacity of suppliers and factories, including production, quality, finance, social audit, supply chain, order follow up, etc.
- Supplier training and continuous improvement management for daily affairs to match with the most updated company needs.
- Learning and sharing know-how of specified product category, aim to be the expert and master of your managed category. We provide enough learning opportunity to learn.
- NPD (new product development) with autonomy, meanwhile, cooperate and co-develop with designer and engineer internally and suppliers externally.
- New product and international project follow up from A to Z, including arrange the buying trip, checking samples on site, give proposals to improve, making summary, price negotiation, order follow up ensure production and delivery on time.
- Price negotiation, based on CBD (cost break down) and big indicators in market. Ensure god price competitiveness, accomplish the objective of price negotiation.
- Cooperate with quality team, ensure product compliance and match for requirements based on each market needs.
- Cooperate with supply chain, logistic and packaging team ensure good and safety delivery.
- Cooperate with lean management expert, and industrial expert help supplier make continuous improvement.
- Proactively communicate and cooperate with abroad colleagues, such as BU, product manager, engineer, designer, quality, after service, make better services and bring more values to our customers.
- Any other good things you want to bring to ADEO, change ADEO better.

With over 10 years of experience, CCI FRANCE CHINE Recruitment Department supports companies in their recruitment needs and helps candidates find a professional opportunity across China.

**To access more job offers, consult** ccifc.org
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REQUIREMENTS

- Love to share, full of positive energy, working with passion.
- Have team spirit and respect teammates’ responsibilities and opinions.
- Strong pressure resistance, courage to face challenges and accept frequent business trips.
- Fluent in Chinese and English. Knowledge of MS working tools, PPT, excel, outlook…
- Major in related industry background or international trading or Business English, etc is preferred.
- Minimum 2-3 years related working experience.
- Positive, Learning and sharing attitude is a must.

APPLICATION

Please send your resume and your motivation letter to:

sh-recruitment@ccifc.org